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Menlo Park Bed
Included Parts

DUST COVER
with VELCRO

MAIN BED SECTION

HEADBOARD BOLTS
refer to the list below for the # of bolts

HEADBOARD
with shipping braces

LEG BOLTS 
(3 per leg) 1” x 5/16”

LEGS
4 corner legs • 1 center wooden leg

number of headboard bolts:
Full: 12 (6 at 1 1/2” and 6 at 2”) 

Queen: 12 (6 at 1 1/2” and 6 at 2”) 
King: 14 (6 at 1 1/2” and 8 at 2”) 
California King: 14 (6 at 1 1/2” and 8 at 2”) 

King size bed section can be unbolted in two 
smaller sections for easier handling



Menlo Park Bed
Assembly Instructions

use diagram below for bolt hole locations when
attaching headboard and main bed section.

Place headboard & main bed section on 
their sides. Slide the two sections together 
and bolt where indicated below.

2

2 shipping braces
remove  

Identify headboard and   
remove the 8 bolts. Discard  
left and right shipping braces.

1
Install dust cover with velcro 
after tightening all bolts. Locate 
small black strip to adhere to.

3

Install all legs by removing the 
1” leg bolts from the corners. 
Align the metal leg plate 
to the 3 holes located on each 
corner of the bed and tighten 
bolts. 

After the 4 legs are attached to 
the bed, install the small wood 
leg at the center of the main 
bed section indicated by the 
small white circle.

4

small wood leg here

(3) 1.5” bolts 
with washers

(3) 1.5” bolts 
with washers

(6) 2” bolts with washers

apply dustcover
to small black strip

leg

metal leg plate

wood leg



Bed Disassembly Assembly Instructions

8-26-10



FIG 1. Located on each corner is a bracket.  The bracket is attached to the rail and is 
mounted to the headboard and footboard.
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FIG 2. To separate the rail from the headboard/footboard pull up on the rail to unlock the bracket from 
the headboard/footboard bracket. Repeat this on all other corners of the assembled bed



FIG 3. Once all corners have been unlocked the bed is broken down to two rails, footboard, and 
headboard.

*Note:  To assemble bed, reverse these directions.
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